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The Standard Model of Particle Physics - I
 - quantum numbers
 - spin statistics
 - symmetries and conservation principles
 - the weak interaction
 - particle accelerators

The Standard Model of Particle Physics - II
 - perturbation theory & gauge theory
 - QCD and QED successes of the SM
 - solar neutrino problem

Beyond the Standard Model
 - where the SM fails
 - the Higgs boson
 - the hierarchy problem
 - supersymmetry

The Energy Frontier
 - large extra dimensions
 - selected new results 
 - future experiments

A Century of Particle Scattering 1911 - 2011
 - scales and units
 - overview of periodic table → atomic theory
 - Rutherford scattering → birth of particle physics
 - quantum mechanics - a quick overview
 - particle physics and the Big Bang

A Particle Physicist's World - The Exchange 
Model
 - quantum particles
 - particle detectors
 - the exchange model
 - Feynman diagrams

Outline 
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What are GUTs? 
Grand unified theories: electro-weak + QCD
TOE = Theory of everything = GUT + quantum gravity
Expect this to occur at energy scales when couplings reach strength of gravity
Construct a quantity with dimensions of energy or length from constants of 
relativity, quantum mechanics & gravity: c, ħ, G

 Naturally extends to quantum gravity
 Provides a candidate for dark matter
 SUSY solves hierarchy problem
 Brings about GUT unification of couplings
 Some general assumptions can reduce 105 parameters to 5

Dark Matter Candidates
Astronomical observation show that ~25% of universe is dark matter
It should be cold (i.e. non-relativistic) and stable (does not decay)
	
 Must be non-charged (or will interact with photons)
	
 Must be only weakly interacting (else Big Bang temperature fluctuations wouldn’t seed galaxy formation)
	
 Cannot be neutrons - free neutrons decay
	
 Cannot be neutrinos - mass too small 
The lightest SUSY particle (LSP) is a prime dark matter candidate!

Supersymmetry

units
c  → m s-1

G → m3 Kg-1 s-2

ħ  → Kg m-2 s-1

EPlanck =

r
~c
G

= 1019 GeV LPlanck =

r
~G
c3

= 10�35 m TPlanck =

r
~G
c5

= 10�44 s

Planck energy Planck length Planck time
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Quantum Gravity
Supersymmetry is a particular form of string theory
String theory aims to describe physics of Planck scale - domain of quantum gravity
Impossible to reach in any collider!

Some quantum gravity theories live in 10 or 11 dimensional space!
	
 predict gravitons propagate in extra dimensions size of Planck length
	
 (graviton = postulated force carrier of gravity)
Explains why gravity is 1023 times weaker than Weak force - gravity is diluted

But: If extra dimensions “large” (~0.1mm) quantum gravity could be seen at TeV scale
Gravity has never been tested at such short distances!
LHC could open the possibility of creating mini-black holes & gravitons
 	
 laboratory for testing quantum gravity!!!

Supersymmetry
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Relative strength of gravity explained by 
dilution of gravitons propagating in
very large volume of bulk space

Why are the extra dims < 1 mm ?
	
 gravity has only been tested down to this scale!

Where are the extra dimensions?
	
 curled up (compactified) and finite
	
 only visible at small scales / high energies

Large Extra Dimensions

infinite extent
usual 3+1 dimensions

compactified
extra dimension

of size R

field lines in extra
dimensions

test mass feels 
gravitational field

This is the ADD model of extra dimensions
Proposed in 1998 by Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos and Dvali
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Large Extra Dimensions

Newton's law:

With n extra spatial dimensions
each of size R

For r much larger than R we recover Newtonian gravity

dilution due to volume of extra
dimensions

Planck scale: 

In extra dimensions full scale 
of gravity MD is given by

Thus MD can be ~ 1 TeV 
when Rn is large

r
r=R

r - (2+n)

r -2

F Rr

i.e 

F = G m1m2

r2

F = GD
m1m2

r2+n

F =
GD

Rn
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
m1m2

r2
G =

GD

Rn

With extra dimensions gravity becomes modified

M2
P =

~c
G

M2
D =

~c
GD

=
M2

P

Rn

For n=1 and MD=1 TeV then  R ~ 1016 m ⇒ already excluded!
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Standard Model 
Brane

graviton 

wave function

Gravity Brane

Large Extra Dimensions

Gravity propagates in 1 higher dimension linked to a “high energy” brane
Gravity is weakly interacting at low energy

... and interacts strongly on the high energy brane

At high enough energy ADD models predict micro-blackhole production

Black hole forms when quarks collide with separation < 2rS

rS increased by factor Rn Should observe continuous mass spectrum of BHs
	
 	
 	
   M >MD

q(xb)

rS
q(xa) Schwarzschild

radiusMBH = ELHC xa ⋅ xb

rs =
2GRnMBH

c2

Depends on LHC energy & prob. of 
finding quarks carrying high 
momentum fractions of both protons, x

Black hole mass:

rs =
2GM
c2

For “normal” objects

With extra dimensions:

rS = 1 cm for Earth

In the Randall-Sundrum model the Standard Model is confined
to a “low energy” brane
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© backreaction.blogspot.com

Collision produces complex state as horizon forms
Not all energy is trapped behind horizon

Balding
Energy lost as BH settles 
into 'hairless' state

Evaporation
Thermal Hawking radiation in
form of SM particles & gravitons
Greybody factors give emission
probabilities for all quanta

Plank Phase
For MBH ~ MD unknown 
quantum gravity effects 
dominates. BH left as stable
remnant or final burst of 
particles  ????

Extremely short lifetime ~ 10-25 s

Tragic Life of a Blackhole
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Searching for new physics is like searching for the Loch Ness Monster

If you observe the Loch for 24 hours and see nothing, then either:
 - ‘Nessie’ doesn’t exist
 - your camera has poor efficiency for spotting animals (larger than 2m long)
 - it exists but comes to the surface less than once per day

In physics searches usually a model predicts a reaction rate

If you observe no such reaction rate (i.e. zero collisions) then
you can calculate upper limit on allowable reaction rate

You need to carefully consider your detector’s efficiency in observing similar
topology collisions
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Figure 9: Cross section times acceptance curves as a function of MD predicted by the effective theory
for 2 and 4 extra dimensions. The bands surrounding the curves reflect the systematic uncertainties on
the predicted signal yields. The model-independent cross section times acceptance limit is shown as a
dashed line for the HighPt region.
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Figure 10: The 95% CL observed lower limits on MD for different numbers of extra dimensions for
ATLAS, compared with previous results.

15

We found nothing so far...

Production rate
Model predictions for 
2 and 4 extra dimensions

Exclude masses below 
2.27 TeV for n=4

Exclude masses below 
3.22 TeV for n=2

Large Extra Dimensions
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3d brane

extra dim

String theory may be candidate theory for quantum gravity

Requires 6-7 extra spatial dimensions

SM particles are 
open strings
confined to brane

Gravity
closed strings free to propagate

Quantum Gravity & String Theory

True theory of quantum gravity does not exist
String theory may fill that gap

Problem: string theory is unable to make testable predictions - operates only at the Planck scale
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© xkcd.com
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Colliders At The Electroweak Scale

e

e q

q

LHC / Tevatron

HERA

LEP/SLD

Precision QCD
electroweak couplings
quark / gluon dynamics 

mtop
Higgs
new physics

Precision electroweak 
measurements

MZ

α
etc...

We have learnt a lot from the synergy between different colliders
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llqmVector-like quark : NC, 
qνlmVector-like quark : CC, 

dijetmAxigluons : dijet resonance, 
µµ

m)=1) : SS dimuon, µµ→
L
±± (DY prod., BR(HL

±±H
 (LRSM, no mixing) : 2-lep + jetsRW

Major. neutr. (LRSM, no mixing) : 2-lep + jets
,WZT

mlll), νTechni-hadrons : WZ resonance (
µµee/mTechni-hadrons : dilepton, 
γµ

m resonance, γ-µExcited muon : 
γem resonance, γExcited electron : e-
jjmExcited quarks : dijet resonance, 

jetγ
m-jet resonance, γExcited quarks : ,missTE : 1-lep + jets + 0A0 + At t→ exo. 4th gen.TT

 WtWt→4d
4

 generation : dth4
 WbWb→4u

4
 generation : uth4

 WqWq→4Q
4

 generation : Qth4
jjνµjj, µµ=1) : kin. vars. in βScalar LQ pairs (
jjν=1) : kin. vars. in eejj, eβScalar LQ pairs (
µT,e/mSSM  W' : 
µµee/mSSM Z' : 

,missTEuutt CI : SS dilepton + jets + 
ll

m combined, µµqqll CI : ee, 
)

jj
m(χqqqq contact interaction : 

)jjm(
χ

Quantum black hole : dijet, F T
pΣ=3) : leptons + jets, DM /THMADD BH (

ch. part.N=3) : SS dimuon, DM /THMADD BH (
jetsN, 

T
pΣ=3) : multijet, DM /THMADD BH ( tt

m l+jets, → t=-0.20 : tsg/
qqgKK

gRS with 
llll / lljjm = 0.1 : ZZ resonance, PlM/kRS with 

llm = 0.1 : dilepton, PlM/kRS with 
γγm = 0.1 : diphoton, PlM/kRS with 

,missT
E + γγUED : 

Large ED (ADD) : diphoton
Large ED (ADD) : monojet

)Q/mν = qQκQ mass (coupling 760 GeV  (2011) [arXiv:1112.5755]-1=1.0 fbL

)Q/mν = qQκQ mass (coupling 900 GeV  (2011) [arXiv:1112.5755]-1=1.0 fbL

Axigluon mass3.32 TeV  (2011) [arXiv:1108.6311]-1=1.0 fbL

 massL
±±H355 GeV  (2011) [arXiv:1201.1091]-1=1.6 fbL

(N) < 1.4 GeV)m mass (RW2.4 TeV  (2011) [Preliminary]-1=2.1 fbL

) = 2 TeV)R(WmN mass (1.5 TeV  (2011) [Preliminary]-1=2.1 fbL

))
T
ρ(m) = 1.1 T(am, Wm) + Tπ(m) = 

T
ρ(m mass (

T
ρ483 GeV  (2011) [Preliminary]-1=1.0 fbL

) = 100 GeV)Tπ(m) - Tω/
T

ρ(m mass (Tω/
T

ρ470 GeV  (2011) [ATLAS-CONF-2011-125]-1=1.1-1.2 fbL

*))µ = m(Λ* mass (µ1.9 TeV  (2011) [ATLAS-CONF-2012-023]-1=4.8 fbL

 = m(e*))Λe* mass (2.0 TeV  (2011) [ATLAS-CONF-2012-023]-1=4.9 fbL

q* mass3.35 TeV  (2011) [ATLAS-CONF-2012-XXX]-1=4.8 fbL

q* mass2.46 TeV  (2011) [arXiv:1112.3580]-1=2.1 fbL

) < 140 GeV)0(AmT mass (420 GeV  (2011) [arXiv:1109.4725]-1=1.0 fbL

 mass4d480 GeV  (2011) [Preliminary]-1=1.0 fbL

 mass4u404 GeV  (2011) [arXiv:1202.3076]-1=1.0 fbL

 mass4Q350 GeV  (2011) [arXiv:1202.3389]-1=1.0 fbL

 gen. LQ massnd2685 GeV  (2011) [Preliminary]-1=1.0 fbL

 gen. LQ massst1660 GeV  (2011) [arXiv:1112.4828]-1=1.0 fbL

W' mass2.15 TeV  (2011) [arXiv:1108.1316]-1=1.0 fbL

Z' mass2.21 TeV  (2011) [ATLAS-CONF-2012-016]-1=4.9-5.0 fbL

Λ1.7 TeV  (2011) [arXiv:1202.5520]-1=1.0 fbL

 (constructive int.)Λ10.2 TeV  (2011) [arXiv:1112.4462]-1=1.1-1.2 fbL

Λ7.8 TeV  (2011) [ATLAS-CONF-2012-XXX]-1=4.8 fbL

=6)δ (DM4.11 TeV  (2011) [ATLAS-CONF-2012-XXX]-1=4.7 fbL

=6)δ (DM1.5 TeV  (2011) [ATLAS-CONF-2011-147]-1=1.0 fbL

=6)δ (DM1.25 TeV  (2011) [arXiv:1111.0080]-1=1.3 fbL

=6)δ (DM1.37 TeV  (2010) [ATLAS-CONF-2011-068]-1=35 pbL

KK gluon mass1.03 TeV  (2011) [ATLAS-CONF-2012-YYY]-1=2.1 fbL

Graviton mass845 GeV  (2011) [arXiv:1203.0718]-1=1.0 fbL

Graviton mass2.16 TeV  (2011) [ATLAS-CONF-2012-016]-1=4.9-5.0 fbL

Graviton mass1.85 TeV  (2011) [arXiv:1112.2194]-1=2.1 fbL

Compact. scale 1/R (SPS8)1.23 TeV  (2011) [arXiv:1111.4116]-1=1.1 fbL

 (GRW cut-off)SM3.0 TeV  (2011) [arXiv:1112.2194]-1=2.1 fbL

=2)δ (DM3.2 TeV  (2011) [ATLAS-CONF-2011-096]-1=1.0 fbL

Only a selection of the available mass limits on new states or phenomena shown*

-1 = (0.04 - 5.0) fbLdt∫
 = 7 TeVs

ATLAS
Preliminary

ATLAS Exotics Searches* - 95% CL Lower Limits (Status: Moriond EW 2012)

            No new physics !
“It is too early to despair, but there is more 

than enough to start a depression!”
Guido Altarelli 

Results of ATLAS searches for new physics                 
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Beyond the LHC ?

Colliders At The Energy Frontier
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Colliders At The Energy Frontier

e

e q

q
High Luminosity LHC 
High Energy LHCInternational Linear Collider - ILC 

Compact Linear Collider - CLIC

LHC data will guide us in the future...

LHeC

Large Hadron electron Collider

•  Previously considered as `QCD  
explorer’ (also THERA) 

•  Main advantages: low interference  
with LHC, high Ee (! 150 GeV?) and 
lepton polarisation, LC relation 

•  Main difficulties: lower luminosity  
<1033 cm-2 s-1? at reasonable  
power, no previous experience exists 

•  First considered (as LEPxLHC) 
in 1984 ECFA workshop 

•  Main advantage: high peak 
lumi obtainable (~2.1033 cm-2 s-1) 

•  Main difficulties: building  
round existing LHC, e beam  
energy (60GeV?) and lifetime 
limited by synchrotron radiation  

LINAC-RING 

RING-RING 

… whilst allowing simultaneous ep and pp running …  

•  Previously considered as `QCD  
explorer’ (also THERA) 

•  Main advantages: low interference  
with LHC, high Ee (! 150 GeV?) and 
lepton polarisation, LC relation 

•  Main difficulties: lower luminosity  
<1033 cm-2 s-1? at reasonable  
power, no previous experience exists 

•  First considered (as LEPxLHC) 
in 1984 ECFA workshop 

•  Main advantage: high peak 
lumi obtainable (~2.1033 cm-2 s-1) 

•  Main difficulties: building  
round existing LHC, e beam  
energy (60GeV?) and lifetime 
limited by synchrotron radiation  

LINAC-RING 

RING-RING 

… whilst allowing simultaneous ep and pp running …  

e

Many other experiments planned
Neutrino interactions at high intensity
Proton decay experiments
Very high energy cosmic ray showers
Double beta decay experiments
Muon colliders
...
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The LHC will discover the Higgs or new physics!
We need to characterise the new particle(s) - determine its quantum numbers / couplings

Proton colliders can be built at higher energy than electron colliders
Excellent for producing new high mass particles
But... need to contend with extremely large backgrounds - reactions that mimic new physics 
Background arises from extremely high rate quark/gluon collisions

Colliders At The Energy Frontier

H

e�

e+

proton

proton

Build proton colliders to discover new things Build lepton colliders to make precision measurements
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ILC and CLIC
Two competing technologies for e+e− collider
Projects are in R&D phase

CLIC 
energy: 1 − 3 TeV
length: 13 - 48 km

ILC 
energy: 0.5 − 1 TeV
length: 30 - 50 km

Tune energy to produce many Higgs particles - Higgs factory!
Allow precision study of Higgs parameters
Low backgrounds - no messy quarks!

Colliders At The Energy Frontier

Project not yet approved - only R&D phase funded
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High luminosity LHC 
Project approved & funded
Expect to start operation ~ 2022 
super-LHC will provide 10 times more data

Small probability to collide two quarks at very high x
Need high x collisions to form highest mass new particles

Colliders At The Energy Frontier
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x = fraction of proton’s momentum 
carried by quark / gluon

e.g. u quark with 60%
of proton momentum

proton

proton

new high mass
particle

2 high x quarks

LHC will deteriorate from 10 years high intensity particle flux
Need to be upgrade experiments / magnets
Profit from new technology
At high intensity expect more than 400 simultaneous collisions!

High energy LHC 
Under discussion - no firm plans
Potential to double beam energy to 16.5 TeV per beam
Timescale approx. 2030

Parton density functions map out momentum
of quark / gluon constituents in the proton
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Colliders At The Energy Frontier

LHeC
Simultaneous operation of LHC and LHeC
Install electron ring accelerator into LHC tunnel 
    ... or ...
Linear electron accelerator to intersect LHC beam
Electron energy = 60 - 170 GeV

Project at conceptual design phase
Could start operation with HL-LHC phase 2022
Currently unfunded

Precision QCD machine
Lower backgrounds
Probe proton structure at highest energy
Constrains proton structure 
→ will help LHC discovery potential

Lepto-quark discovery machine
Access LQ quantum numbers

LQ

e

q

e

q

Fermilab
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Past decades saw precision studies of 5% of 
our Universe − Discovery of the Standard Model

The LHC is delivering high quality data

We are just at the beginning of exploring 
95% of the Universe


